In Engines of Rebellion Saxton T. Bisbee surveys the history of Southern steam machinery across those ironclads laid down by the Confederate Navy Department during the Civil War. The book is comprehensive in describing the mechanical composition of 23 completed and 4 nearly-completed rebel warships (this out of about 50 armoured vessels that the Richmond government are known to have commissioned between 1861 and 1865). Bisbee hereby brings to bear his considerable experience in marine heritage and archaeology, being an alumni of East Carolina University's maritime research programs, and a manager and nautical archaeologist at Northwest Seaport Maritime Heritage Center in Seattle.
The book provides a power plant inventory for each of the Confederate vessels launched. Highly technical and forensic in this examination of steam machine configuration, it makes itself more user-friendly in providing an extensive glossary explaining specialist terminology, in reproducing diagrams, plans, and cross-sections, and in offering contemporary paintings and photographs of several of the warships. The in-depth specifications of the vessels are also supplemented by biographies which relate the profiles and experiences of the constructors, engineers, and operators who served on board, in addition to the combat actions in which they were engaged. This further increases the monograph's accessibility, as does Bisbee categorising the ironclads into standardised 'classes', these groupings comprising each of the subsequent chapters. The classes were essentially defined by evolving design characteristics, though the author acknowledges it to be a slightly arbitrary tool of convenience as Confederate administrators struggled to work to neat blueprints -forced into constant improvisation by the South's weak industrial base, material and manpower shortages, scarcity of ship yards/dry docks, and time pressures bought on the war.
Prior to this detailed itemisation of the Southern fleet, Bisbee devotes the first chapter to the nature of contemporary machine components in general, helpfully assessing the relative merits of the various systems. For example, although propellers had not yet fully overtaken paddlewheels, Bisbee conveys how and why nearly all the completed Confederate ironclads were fitted with screw-propulsion. This was predominantly to safeguard "the ship's drive system from battle damage and ramming" since the "submerged, recessed nature of the propeller allowed for greater protection". (184) The drawback was that this better concealment of screws resulted in a "more complicated emplacement and machinery connections (which) often caused trouble in those early days of steam propulsion" and as with most of the concurrent new technologies being harnessed, they were "more difficult to manufacture and maintain". The book also endorses the conventional interpretation that Mallory was a singularly fine administrator in his attempts to neutralise Northern advantages through the ingenuity and adaptation referred to, pioneering new naval technologies to compensate for Southern industrial paucity: quality over quantity. Nonetheless despite the progress and trial-and-error improvement that Bisbee displays the Confederacy achieved throughout the war, it remains evident that this trajectory was not always linear or consistent. For example, even though an obvious source of Southern weakness was its lack of infrastructure to construct purpose-built machinery -thus often having to rely on second-hand sets taken from other ships such as western river or tugboats -it did not always follow that this was the primary handicap for those vessels. The CSS Tennessee for example acquitted itself remarkably well despite receiving old machinery, as did the Virginia -even more noteworthy when considering that this vessel's renovated engines were those severely damaged in the Merrimack's attempted destruction during Norfolk's evacuation. Conversely, desirable as it was to provide the new ships with dedicated custom-built power plants, even when this was possible they could still turn out to be flawed, as in the case of the Georgia and the Arkansas (this, as alluded to, contributing to the latter's demise.)
These mutable results in output are also summed up by the diverging careers of the 
